Let there be light! – The New Bus for London
Our earlier treatise on the Wrightbus Heatherwick NB4L project – Taking stock – had a good many
more questions than answers. The central enquiry was why & how did TfL come to commission,
using their copious public funds, a blatantly monopolistic product for a healthy commercial market,
in such a strange manner.
We now have the answers we were seeking due to the London Assembly Members & their good
offices, in alphabetical order, Jenny Jones (Green), Caroline Pidgeon (Lib Dem) and Val
Shawcross (Lab). They got meaningful answers from the offices of the Mayor (Con) and TfL (Bus
Nut).

Why does City Hall want to make its own bus?
There were many great claims of revolutionary technology & design that it would be fantastic. The
formal specification goes on to include a fantastic hybrid engine, tons of fantastic ideas that the
whole world would rush to adopt. It would be…..fantastic.
More recently and more accurately “The bus has been developed specifically for the streets of
London……whilst harnessing current technology” comments Leon Daniels, newly arrived MD
Surface Transport from his post at First Group. Current technology, we were promised innovations
that would sweep the world!
There are thousands of series hybrid buses around the world so that is quite correctly current
technology and nothing new. There are also hundreds of 3 door, 2 stair case double decker buses
in the world so that is not new, either. If you do want a hop on, hop off version, just leave the rear
door open.
It is also equally easy (though not prudent) to double the spending on operational labour by getting
an inert travelling companion to ride around London at £62k per year, per bus. For the TfL declared
target of 600 buses, over the TfL declared 14 year life, that will be over a half a billion pounds of
redundant workforce.
Or maybe, much more likely, it will morph into a standard commercial bus product with standard
doors. Will this regular bus still be a single source solution forced on the commercially competitive
UK bus industry? If so, why choose but one supplier to enjoy this unique market advantage?
We questioned whether this bus would sweep the world, or even the UK, given the requirements of
UK provincial buses are quite different. These grandiose claims have now been discounted. It is a
London bus, just for London and that is where it will spend its days. So no great revenue earner,
but another sink hole for taxpayer’s moolah.
Given that TfL have now commissioned their very own bus and are planning to buy 600, they will
surely not escape the associated servicing, warranty, end-of-life and financing costs. The total
budget for 600 buses, over their lifetime, will be Nearly a Billion for Londoners.

Why Wrightbus?
Or who buys a series hybrid double decker bus from a company which is not manufacturing series
hybrid double decker buses?
Wrightbus are a really good set of guys and their leader, William Wright, is a hero of the UK bus
industry and has demonstrated commendable commercial initiative. From rather modest
beginnings they have built an international success in bus bodybuilding and shown a good appetite
in attempting to get into building complete buses and innovative powertrains.
So where did it all start? It started with the HandyBus in 1990, which was a new aluminium body for
the ubiquitous Dennis Dart midibus chassis. The launch and main customer was Centre West

Buses, an LT offshoot led by the newly ensconced MD, Peter Hendy. One remembers the wags
from Ballymena recounting the tale of the in-house project name. It was not HandyBus, neither was
it BendyBus.
Wrightbus then went onto far greater and lasting success with First Group, as indeed did Peter
Hendy. All of which might explain this most recent enthusiasm for Wrightbus, given their lack of
commercial product in this sector.
The irony here is the perversity of these policy decisions emanating from a City Hall, located so
close to the ancient county borders of south London. They could have chosen the world’s favourite
double decker bus from Surrey, powered by the world’s favourite hybrid drive from Kent.
It really was against the commercial flow to go with the ‘imported’ product. There is a sound, EU
approved process for introducing hybrid and low carbon buses into the UK. It is called the Green
Bus Fund and has supported some 800 purchases to date.
Only in the most recent batch has Wrightbus won any orders, some 1% of the total to date,
presumably now made more attractive by their newly developed Cummins Siemens powertrain,
courtesy of the good burghers on Old London Town. The folk spending their own money on such
buses have resolutely gone elsewhere.

Why Heatherwick Studio?
How come, after such a widely publicized open-to-all design competition, does the design contract
go to a company that did not enter, therefore did not win, and also did not go thru any competitive
or public tendering? Was it their expertise in buses, er no, “We know nothing about buses”.
So how & why did Heatherwick Studio come to pocket some £428,000 for the styling job? This is
about 5 (five) times the commercial rate so pretty much in line with the whole luxurious approach to
this project.
It is salutary to note that in 2008, whilst we and another 700 individuals were risking our own time,
money and effort on the ‘design competition’, Messrs Moylan & Heatherwick were being jointly
installed as RIBA Honorary Fellows.
So let us recall that design competition, which will have to rely on your memory since it has been
now expunged from the project’s web page at TfL. That history now shows it all started in 2010 so
Year Zero has been reset, Pol Pot fashion.
Thankfully you can still find the work by the Spanish guys who came second so trousered a mere
£10k. Please take a look at it: www.hectorserrano.com and www.minarrogarcia.com Look at the
fine overall design, that innovative idea of a sloping staircase window and a great deal of expert 3D
CAD modelling.
So were Hector, Enrique and the rest of us mugs or were we mugged? Our call is just about the
Golden Mean – 38% mugs & 62% mugged.
It is surprising to read the TfL explanation of their no bid, no competition, no advertising approach
for the design contract that significant swathes of the industry were chasing. It apparently needed
no OJEU notices since the “principal contract” was under the relevant threshold.
At £428k, how does that work? It is fairly amazing that an open & public design competition sees
the contract handed to a fellow aesthete in such a covert manner.

Does this look familiar?

As a short intermission, it is a poignant to reflect on the first ADL (then Transbus) Capoco hybrid
project, the original Enviro 200H, kicking off over 10 years ago. This fairly radical concept now
rings some bells. It was red, 11 metres long and it could carry 77 passengers. It was also a series
hybrid, and it used the novel approach (for 2001) of using the 4 cylinder Cummins engine for the
generator, tucked into the rear RH corner. And, hold hard, it also had a door in the rear LH corner
to suit London operation!
Alas it failed to take root. Some of the hybrid powertrain components were rather immature so all
parties agreed to move to the industrialized solution of BAE’s world-beating Hybridrive.
It also would have had commercial problems out of London. The rear door and rear low floor were
not required, so it lost out on the simpler original Dart design that then took over as the Enviro 200
we know today.
The final ignominy was TfL saw problems with this rear door located at the extreme rear. It is “not
compatible with the existing street furniture”. If only we had said we could leave the back door open
– swiftly pocket £12m, kerching!
Isn’t this a publically funded monopoly?
It does seem strange that some familiar faces can use the public purse to develop a specific
product and then insist that a huge, commercial market place, namely the London bus industry,
has to buy it.
As competition lawyers, we make good bus designers so this is for others to judge. But a quick
look at the EU’s mission statement on State Aid reads:
“State aid control comes into play when these services are provided by a company and financed
through the public budget, because overly generous compensation could enable the service
providers to cross-subsidise their other commercial activities, and thereby distort competition”.

A rather succinct description of the NB4L process to date? One of our earlier points that went
unchallenged was the finding that the NB4L budget is 4 times the commercial rate. We know this to
be a fact as new bus programs have been our business for 35 years.
And what about the UK’s Competition Commission (CC)?
“The CC is required by the Enterprise Act to decide whether any feature or combination of features
in a market prevents, restricts or distorts competition, thus constituting an adverse effect on
competition......If the CC finds that features of a market are harming competition, it must seek to
remedy the harm either by introducing remedies itself or recommending action by others.”
We would suggest that the CC get on this job in the morning as TfL are prescribing their publically
funded product as the only contractual option in a marketplace worth north of £1.7bn. Chop, chop!

Is there a missed opportunity here?
Given the generous NB4L budget, we would say yes. There are some real opportunities to
advance bus technology, rather than burning up £12m on a styling job and helping some parties
play catch-up.
The current TfL operational trials with hydrogen buses is a good plan. Despite its budget being
50% larger than NB4L, at around £19m, it has garnered little attention. Again the manufacturer is
Wrightbus, but using a VDL chassis from Netherlands.
One topic could have been the application of battery EV drives to buses. Capoco is currently
developing an electric double decker bus for Asian application that shuts off all the emissions at
point of use. This also facilitates a decoupling from the oil addiction we all suffer, by allowing
energy to be used from the newly found, fracking good gas deposits and also renewables.
So this program should really have been looking forwards, not backwards. It could have pursued
new fuels, alternative drives not “current technology”

So in summary?
The original design competition was a really good idea. It focused attention of London buses, the
backbone of urban travel in the capitaI, since they carry twice as many people as the Tube - 2
billion annual passenger trips plays around 1 billion.
But what started its life on these public sunny uplands, then descended into the dark recesses of
private TfL hob-nobbing. They managed the metamorphosis of turning butterfly into grub. The
manufacturing contract was gifted to a company, Wrightbus, not actually making that type of
product. The design contract was gifted to a company, Heatherwick Studio, not involved any of the
competition process.
But, hey, let us be adult here, is this the first or last tale of such behavior? It is just a case of TfL
giving some juicy contracts to their favoured few. That master Machiavelli used the term grace-&favour which sits rather well with this tale. No doubt, TfL can produce evidence of all the correct
following of procedures here. But it is just thought is that in these more modern times there should
be a suitable aCRONYm for such an intimate carry-on.
As to the bus, it is not so special, but boy, the fun have having your very own! Now TfL are letting
their enthusiasm get well ahead of their undoubted commercial nous. But they are in the sweet
position of only following orders, whilst simultaneously being funded by John & Jane Doh!
But on the regressive aspect of commissioning a publically funded product, and then imposing it as
a monopoly on London’s thriving & commercially competitive bus industry, really not good.

Overall verdict: A rather disappointing tale, which is some areas is just plain wrong!

Questions & Answers:
JJ. Q. How was this Heatherwick Studio contract let, in terms of competitive bidding?
A. Heatherwick Studio was selected as a single-source supplier following an appraisal of its work and
approach to industrial design, and involvement in other innovative projects.
JJ. Q. Was the contract advertised, both generally and in the OJEU publication?
A. The services required were “speciality design services” which are categorised as a part B service under
the EU and UK procurement regulations and as such do not require advertising through the issue of an
OJEU. The principal contract was also below the threshold that requires a notice to be placed in the Official
Journey of the European Union.
JJ. Q. What was the brief and what are the total payments from Jan 10 to Feb 12 inclusive?
A. Heatherwick Studio were consultants on interior and exterior styling in collaboration with the
manufacturer. The brief included both the “look and feel” as well as input into the design of individual
components and choice of materials used. Heatherwick Studio also provided quality assurance of the design
and build stage of the vehicle. The total cost incurred between January 2010 and February 2012 was
£428,000.
Question No: 370 / 2012
Jenny Jones
Can the New Bus for London be converted from Right Hand Drive to Left Hand Drive in order to be resold
to countries where one drives on the right?
Written response from the Mayor
It would no doubt be technically possible to design and build a left-hand drive version of the New Bus for
London but, the commercial case for doing this is a matter for the manufacturer.
Question No: 371 / 2012
Jenny Jones
Can you explain why any other bus operator in this country would want to buy a second hand New Bus for
London, when it involves them panelling over two doors, bolting in new seats and being left with a
redundant rear staircase?
Written response from the Mayor
The new bus for London has been designed specifically for use on busy central London routes. I expect the
vehicles to spend the majority of their operating life in London.
*
Question No: 372 / 2012
Jenny Jones
When Transport for London open future bus routes to tender will the New Bus for London be a requirement,
a stated option or left at the discretion of the operator?
Written response from the Mayor
I expect the new bus for London will be a requirement for a number of central London routes and specified
as such in the tendering approach.
Question No: 369 / 2012
Jenny Jones
Are there any hybrid buses manufactured by Alexander Dennis Limited operating in London which are
achieving a reduction of 60% in fuel consumption? Is Transport for London specifically encouraging ADL to
go ahead with production of buses which could achieve an 80% reduction in future?

Written response from the Mayor
Hybrid buses in London have been designed to achieve a 30 per cent reduction in fuel consumption
compared to a conventional Euro 3 vehicle, and this meets the Government’s definition of a low-carbon bus.
TfL is aware that Alexander Dennis Ltd is upgrading its diesel-electric hybrid system to include stop-start
technology, similar to that already incorporated into the New Bus for London, which will lead to further fuel
consumption improvements.
Question No: 1043 / 2012
Jenny Jones
Thank you for your answer to my question 372/2012, in which you state your expectation that the new bus
for London will be a ‘requirement for a number of central London routes’. Have you sought any legal
opinion on whether this will grant an effective monopoly to the manufacturer, resulting in legal challenges
from other manufacturers?
Written response from the Mayor
A. The competitive tendering process for design, development, testing and production of the New Bus for
London was open to all manufacturers in the European Union in accordance with EU procurement
requirements.
Question No: 1044 / 2012
Jenny Jones
Can you confirm that part of the contract for the new bus for London was a requirement that the
manufacturer had to show that they had the capability of building 600 buses or more over a period of three
years?
Written response from the Mayor
A. Yes. TfL can confirm this was the case but it should be noted that, while capability refers to the ability of
the winning manufacturer to build significant volumes, the actual number of buses has still to be determined.
Question No: 1045 / 2012
Jenny Jones
What were the test results for the New Bus for London for PM10 emissions in g/km and why have these not
been published? Are these PM10 results lower than any existing hybrid on London’s roads which has been
tested by Transport for London?
Written response from the Mayor
A. Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.
Question No: 1046 / 2012
Jenny Jones
Can you confirm that the New Bus for London at 11.6 mpg is around 10% more fuel efficient than the
Wright Gemini 2H at 10.2 mpg, according to Transport for London test results? If so, will you correct all the
press releases on the TfL and GLA website to reflect this fact?
Written response from the Mayor
A. Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.
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Dear Caroline
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to explain the benefits and principal role of the
New Bus for London following its introduction to Route 38 on February 27. The bus has
been developed specifically for the streets of London, rather than the European market, and
draws on the city's best traditions whilst harnessing current technology, to produce a sleek
state of the art diesel-electric hybrid double decker, fit for the 21st century.
It is already proving to be particularly popular amongst passengers, with its quicker
boarding and alighting via three doors and two staircases. This is delivering faster
journey times which, on a bigger scale, will in turn deliver savings which can be banked or
recycled into higher frequencies.
There is no fundamental reason why the new bus cannot be sold elsewhere but it will be for
the manufacturer, WrightBus, to market it in the UK and abroad. TfL will benefit from
royalties for any additional sales; the principal purpose of the vehicle is to serve busy
capital streets and give London a new iconic public transport symbol. Incidentally the
Routemaster bus was built specifically for the London bus market and only about 50 were
sold elsewhere. They repaid the cost of their investment many times over.
The new bus is also the cleanest hybrid double deck bus on the road and will help improve
air quality and make the capital a more pleasant place in which to live, work and travel. It
drives at a highly efficient 11.6mpg and emits 640g/km of CO2 which is far better than a
typical hybrid double deck bus which average 8.6mpg and emits 864g/km.
Your constituent raises the issue of it being given some priority to justify the cost of its
investment. The cost of design and development of the New Bus for London will of course
be spread over the number of production vehicles ordered, bringing its unit cost into line
with a comparable diesel-electric hybrid bus of its type, but

with the extra design and environment advantages mentioned above. I have every reason
to believe it will stimulate further innovation in the marketplace and create even more
competitive pressure between manufacturers.
As regards the cost of conductors the eventual number of buses to be produced has yet to be
determined so the reported target figure you quote remains conjecture and not something we
would wish to comment on. Moreover the bus is entirely capable of both crew and single-manned
operation and we therefore have complete flexibility as to the times conductors might be
employed, or, on some routes, at all.
The project itself has been carefully controlled and remains within its budget.
The public competition to gather the best design concepts for the new bus was open and
inclusive, and attracted huge interest from private individuals and commercial enterprises
from across the world. It was jointly won by Capoco Ltd and Aston Martin/Foster & Partners.
The contract to design and build the prototype buses was then competitively tendered within
the European Union to make it open to all manufacturers and was won by WrightBus of
Ballymena, Northern Ireland.
Heatherwick Studio's remit was to act as consultants on interior and exterior styling, not the
engineering design of the vehicle, and work collaboratively with the manufacturer. The decision
to employ external expertise was taken after the award of the design contract to WrightBus.
As the contract value was below the EU and UK procurement regulations threshold, there was
no need to go through a public tendering process. The timescales for delivering the project
required appointment of a design studio without delay and the choice of a non-automotive
organisation was deliberate so a fresh approach could be brought to styling, materials and
finishes from non-traditional sources. Heatherwick Studio was selected following an appraisal
of its work and approach to industrial design, and involvement in noted projects like the East
Beach Café in Littlehampton and the roll-up bridge in Paddington. The result of this design,
build and styling approach is that the new bus remains true to the original vision and objectives of
the Mayor's requirements for an iconic bus for the capital's streets. There were no payments
made between January 2012 and February 2012.
I hope that is answers all of your constituent's questions.
Yours sincerely

Leon Daniels
Managing Director — Surface Transport

